Thursday 6 June 2019
Barbican

ONE THOUSAND
& ONE STORIES

7.30–9.30pm

LSO DISCOVERY SHOWCASE

ONE NIGHT,
ONE THOUSAND AND ONE STORIES
Elim Chan conductor
Howard Moody conductor*
LSO Discovery Senior Choir
LSO Create
LSO Digital Technology Group
LSO On Track Next Generation*
London Symphony Orchestra
Concert curated by Rachel Leach
Elim Chan’s appearance with the LSO is generously
supported by the Reignwood Culture Foundation

Pre-Concert Performance
6.45pm Barbican Foyers
Classical Meets Jazz
Andy Grappy creative leader

Welcome
Group; a collaboration between the full
orchestra and LSO Create, mixing orchestral
music with solos and duos devised by the
group; and an original song written by the
LSO Discovery Senior Choir and Rachel Leach.

A very warm welcome to tonight’s annual
LSO Discovery Showcase, which brings
together participants from across our
education and community programme
to perform with the Orchestra on the
Barbican stage. This evening’s performances
are all inspired by Rimsky-Korsakov’s
Scheherazade, with the work’s evocative
score and colourful tales forming the
starting point for creative projects in
each of the LSO Discovery groups.
LSO animateur Rachel Leach has curated
the concert, as well as working with some
of the LSO Discovery groups to develop
their pieces. In the first half we hear pieces
for electronics, live performance and video
presented by Ife Olalusi and Ken Burnett,
members of the LSO Digital Technology
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Welcome

Elim Chan, who conducts the first half
of this evening’s concert, has been a
close friend of the Orchestra ever since
her success in the Donatella Flick LSO
Conducting Competition in 2014. We look
forward to welcoming her for another
concert with the LSO on 9 June, and
extend our thanks to LSO Principal Partner
Reignwood Group, who have generously
supported her appearance tonight.
To complete the showcase, in the second
half the young instrumentalists of LSO On
Track Next Generation are joined by their
Creative Director Howard Moody for his
new work Above the Palm Trees, a set of
variations on an Iraqi folk melody.

I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all of the funders and supporters who
make the work of LSO Discovery possible.
A special thank you to all of the parents,
teachers, family members and supporters
of the participants who join us in the
audience tonight. Without your support and
motivation this performance and the work
we do year round would not be possible.

WELCOME TO TONIGHT’S GROUPS
A warm welcome to
Stita Tours

I hope you enjoy the showcase, and that
you can join us for another concert very
soon. Elim Chan returns to the LSO this
Sunday to conduct a complete performance
of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade and
Tchaikovsky’s First Piano Concerto with
soloist Alice Sara Ott.

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

Prior to the concert, the talented young
musicians of Classical Meets Jazz gave a
free performance led by creative leader
Andy Grappy in the Barbican Foyers. This
group brings together young musicians from
Hackney to play with musicians from the
LSO, Serious and Hackney Music Service.
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LSO DISCOVERY

LSO Discovery brings the Orchestra and its music to everybody, through a year-round programme of 920 workshops, alongside 70 concerts –
an average of two events a day. Whatever your musical background, our programme offers new insights and experiences.
Families can introduce children of all
ages to music, with activities ranging
from early years workshops to full-scale
family concerts in the Barbican Hall, plus
programmes for schools and teachers.

DISCOVERY SENIOR CHOIR

LSO Sing engages people across London in
inspiring choral singing. Participative groups
and ensembles, including the LSO Discovery
and Community Choirs, Digital Technology
Group, Community Gamelan Group and LSO
Create, meet regularly at our education centre,

FREE FRIDAY LUNCHTIME CONCERTS
LSO St Luke’s, while a year-round outreach
programme takes LSO musicians to hospitals,
early years and adult day centres.
The regular Free Lunchtime Concert Series at
LSO St Luke’s introduces LSO and Guildhall
School musicians in an informal setting;
LSO Discovery Days bring a more in-depth
exploration of the Orchestra and its repertoire.

FAMILY CONCERTS

Through LSO Discovery, the LSO also offers
opportunities to the next generation of
talented young performers, composers
and conductors, through masterclasses,
workshops, coaching and opportunities
to play alongside the Orchestra on stage.

GET INVOLVED THIS AUTUMN
Free Lunchtime Concerts: Bohemia & Beyond
Friday 6 & 27 September; 18 October;
15 November, LSO St Luke’s
Singing Day: Beethoven
Sunday 22 September, LSO St Luke’s
Family Concert
Sunday 27 October, Barbican
Musical Storytelling for Under-5s
Sunday 24 November, LSO St Luke’s
Visit lso.co.uk/discovery to find out more
LSO Discovery
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Tonight’s Concert

Introduction by Rachel Leach

FIRST HALF

SECOND HALF

Elim Chan conductor

Howard Moody Above the Palm Trees
(Variations on Arabic Themes)
LSO On Track Next Generation
Howard Moody conductor

Scheherazade Re-imagined
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Ife Olalusi Genie’s Choice
LSO Digital Technology Group

Concert curated by Rachel Leach

Rimsky-Korsakov
Scheherazade: Movement I (excerpt)
London Symphony Orchestra

Please ensure all phones are switched off.
Photography and audio/video recording
are not permitted during the performance.

One Thousand and Two
LSO Create
2 Ken Burnett Scheherazade
LSO Digital Technology Group
3 LSO Discovery Choir & Rachel Leach
What Happens at Baghdad
Festival Stays at Baghdad Festival
LSO Discovery Senior Choir
4 Rimsky-Korsakov
Scheherazade: Movement IV
London Symphony Orchestra
Interval
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LSO Discovery Showcase

elcome to this evening’s LSO
Discovery Showcase. This year
we are shining a light on some
of the longest-running Discovery groups,
giving them the opportunity to take centre
stage alongside the Orchestra. I was tasked
with curating this concert using RimskyKorsakov’s magnificent four-movement
tone poem Scheherazade as a starting
point. We recruited participants from LSO
Create – a group for adults with learning
disabilities, their supporters and carers, run
by Mark Withers; the LSO Discovery Senior
Choir – young singers led by David Lawrence;
and members of the LSO Digital Technology
Group – young artists working in the digital
arena with support from their leaders
Gareth Anthony and Chris Rogers. It was my
job to help these artists create new music
to tell Scheherazade’s story and reflect
Rimsky-Korsakov’s exciting music.

The tale of Princess Scheherazade, a woman
who ‘talked for her life’, lends itself well to
such treatment. Rimsky-Korsakov’s four
movements are actually a suite of largely
unconnected movements with only the solo
violin (representing Scheherazade herself)
tying them together. Scheherazade was
a storyteller, who filled over 1,000 nights
with stories, so there is a huge amount of
scope for spin-offs! We have used RimskyKorsakov’s whole piece in Schools concerts
over the years, and this term it also serves
as the theme for the culmination of LSO
Discovery’s On Track teachers’ programme –
the results of which were performed on the
Barbican stage earlier today.
The first half of the evening’s concert will
be conducted by Elim Chan. Elim is hugely
passionate about the work of the Discovery
department and I’m very excited to be
working with her again, this time behind
the scenes. We are in the safest of hands!
The second half of the concert is given to
the wonderful LSO On Track Next Generation
project and their creative director and
conductor Howard Moody. They have also
used the Scheherazade tale as their starting
point, focusing on its Arabic ancestry. •
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Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade

ikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
(1844–1908) was a very important
Russian composer. As a child
he dreamed only of joining the Imperial
Russian Navy, but when he got his dream
he spent the long hours on-board studying
musical scores, and became fascinated
with composition. After becoming known
to the major Russian composers of the day
he became Professor of Composition at the
St Petersburg Conservatory and realised
that he had to work hard to be ahead of his
bright students who were often more highly
trained than him! Gradually he became one
of the most important figures in Russia,
creating vivid and colourful music and
influencing many that followed. One of his
most famous pieces is Scheherazade.

/

by Rachel Leach

THE STORY

THE MUSIC

Sultan Shahryar, an angry ruler, is getting
fed up with women. Everyone he falls in love
with lets him down, so he vows to marry all
the beautiful women of his land one by one,
spend one night with them and then get rid
of them (kill them) the next day!

Rimsky-Korsakov chose just four of
Scheherazade’s tales and turned them into
a four-movement tone poem for orchestra
back in 1888. The piece begins with a scary,
brass-heavy tune representing the Sultan,
and Scheherazade herself is always played
by a solo violin. During the first half of
tonight’s concert the LSO will perform just
movements 1 and 4, although keen listeners
might hear other moments woven into the
music of the participating Discovery groups.

Soon it is Princess Scheherazade’s turn
to get married and she comes up with a
cunning plan … during her one night she
will tell the Sultan a magical story. When
the morning arrives she will leave the story
unfinished, on a cliff-hanger. The Sultan
will demand to know what happens next
and Scheherazade will make him wait until
the following night to find out. She will keep
this going night after night, and with her
stories getting better and better.
The plan works and Scheherazade tells
stories about everything! – Ali Baba and the
40 thieves, Aladdin and his lamp, Sinbad
and his ship, the Baghdad Festival, and
many, many more. She keeps going for
1,001 nights, after which the Sultan realises
that he cannot live without his beautiful
storyteller (who has also by now produced
three children) and so Scheherazade is
saved. They live happily ever after, of course!

Movement I – Sinbad and his Ship begins
with the Sultan theme and Scheherazade’s
music on solo violin. The rest of the music
evokes a ship at sea, sometimes sailing
along calmly, sometimes in danger.
Movement IV – Baghdad Festival
The Sultan is getting angry during this
movement and appears several times.
The first story represented here is a depiction
of the excitement of the Baghdad Festival.
All the previous movements are remembered,
before another wonderful depiction of the
rolling sea. At the end, Scheherazade and
the Sultan drift off to sleep. •

Scheherazade, in an illustration by Edmund
Dulac for 1001 Arabian Nights, France, 1911.
Image CCI / Bridgeman Images

Scheherazade
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LSO Digital Technology Group (DTG)
GENIE’S CHOICE
BY IFE OLALUSI
Ife tells us about his piece, his influences,
and what the Digital Technology Group has
made possible in his music.
The piece …

1

Genie’s Choice
by Ife Olalusi

2

Scheherazade
by Ken Burnett

Ife Olalusi vocals
Ken Burnett guitar
Luca White guitar
James Hogg bass
Harry Pearce drums
London Symphony Orchestra

embers of the LSO Discovery
Digital Technology Group were
invited to produce a piece of
music in response to Rimsky-Korsakov’s
Scheherazade. The pieces capture the
spirit of the different movements of
Scheherazade, created using audio samples
from Rimsky-Korsakov’s original work,
combined with live performance and video.
Genie’s Choice tells the background
to Scheherazade’s story and introduces
the concert.

Gareth Anthony workshop leader
Scheherazade moves the story forward
and uses musical ideas from across
Rimsky-Korsakov’s piece.
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‘It starts with the orchestra playing
Scheherazade, the strings and trumpets.
Then that gets mixed with a sort of trap
beat; hi-hats, snares and 808 rhythms.
There are samples from recordings, and
sequenced strings. There might be some
live mixing on the night.’
The story …
‘Well, it has to do with a genie. In the story,
the king is overthrown by the vizier. He’s
thrown out of the city, he becomes blind.
A genie comes when he’s at his lowest, to
give him advice and tell him to fight for his
crown. He gets pumped up!
The story’s dark, so there are repeated
falling patterns played low by the strings,
and on top of this there'll be solos …
a cello, and a singer on stage.’

Influences …
‘I started wanting to make music when I
got into hip hop with my friend Jason. He
introduced me to Kool G Rap, Tupac and
Biggie. 80s and 90s hip hop – I’d always
heard it but then I got in deep. Growing
up I heard the music my family listened
to, 80s R’n’B, rock and funk, and off of
that I listened to psychedelic rock and
funk; Marvin Gaye, James Brown, MJ too.
When I listen to today’s rappers, like
Kendrick, Kanye and Skepta, what’s great
is how they combine lyrics that mean
something with experimental production,
and stay authentic. Especially Skepta’s
Konnichiwa and Blacklisted – it sounds
like London.
The kind of music I’m making is Afro
House and Afrobeats. Also Latin stuff,
mixing R’n’B, Hip Hop and Bossa Nova.’
What’s good about DTG …
‘The main thing? It’s quality – the
equipment, the staff, the performance
opportunities. I’ve been part of DTG since
late 2016. It’s been really beneficial to me.
It challenges you to step up your artistry.’
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SCHEHERAZADE
BY KEN BURNETT
‘I was asked if I could write a piece to go
between the third and fourth movements of
Scheherazade. I listened to the whole piece
and I chose a dramatic section to recreate in
my own style. I thought it could be about a
chase, and it’s written in the form of a song
(without words).
The piece is for guitar, drums, bass, trumpet
and marimba. The rhythm section was
recorded live, the rest is synthesised with
Logic. It opens with the main riff, getting
bigger and bigger, then this cuts to a more
calm verse section – like half-time – then
to get back to the main theme there’s a
crescendo, then the big finish. The challenge
was writing something short which still felt
finished and complete.
I’ve been part of DTG for a few years. Maybe
even four. It’s been a really good learning
environment, the support is amazing, and
it’s free. It’s hard to put across what DTG
is from just its name. What mattered to
me was to have a place to rehearse, make
recordings and get feedback.’

LSO DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY GROUP
The Digital Technology Group is a weekly
drop-in session for young producers,
performers and composers, run from
the Candide Discovery Studio at LSO
St Luke’s. With assistance from staff,
workshop leaders and LSO players,
the participants are encouraged in the
production of their own music and
supported to develop skills in music
technology. Composition, arrangement,
recording techniques and working
with digital audio workstations are all
explored, with regular opportunities for
performance throughout the year.
The Group is free for young people aged
12 to 20 to join. To find out more email
chris.rogers@lso.co.uk or
phone 020 7566 2878.
The LSO Digital Technology Group is
generously supported by the Insurance
Industry Charitable Foundation, Simmons
& Simmons Charitable Foundation,
Slaughter and May Charitable Trust, and
The Makers of Playing Cards Charity.

Sunday 28 July
LSO St Luke’s

7.30pm

LSO DISCOVERY

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY GROUP
SHOWCASE
Jazz pianist and LSO Soundhub
composer Elliot Galvin curates an
evening of music at LSO St Luke’s,
featuring new music by LSO Discovery’s
Digital Technology Group.
lso.co.uk/whats-on

LSO Digital Technology Group
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LSO Create One Thousand and Two

devised by LSO Create, Mark Withers and Rachel Leach
Episodes from the orchestra take us forward
stage by stage and the exploration of solo
lines and accompanying textures continues
throughout the piece. At some moments,
the LSO itself remains in the background.
At others, LSO Create and the LSO construct
a musical dance together, exchanging
rhythmic and melodic ideas. This interaction
reaches a height as members of LSO Create
take control of the LSO musicians themselves
by becoming ‘conductors’ for individual
musicians and shape the melodic and
expressive content of that musician’s playing.

Elim Chan conductor
LSO Create
London Symphony Orchestra
Mark Withers workshop leader
LSO Create is generously supported by the
Postcode Community Trust, Henry Oldfield
Trust and Andor Charitable Trust.
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ne Thousand and Two is a series of
individual and collective reflections
on Scheherazade, constructed over
orchestral textures inspired by RimskyKorsakov, prepared for the group by Rachel
Leach and performed by the LSO.
The opening of One Thousand and Two
continues Rimsky-Korsakov’s sea voyage.
Textural waves from LSO Create’s lower
strings and percussion form the backdrop for
solos on iPad, metallophone and marimba.
We then gaze up to the night sky with a
textural development in the strings and more
solo lines, this time from iPad and violin.

One Thousand and Two concludes with
the members of the wider LSO Create
group joining the performance from around
the auditorium, adding hand chimes to
the warmth of the combined sound of the
LSO and LSO Create to wrap the audience
in a concluding, ethereal sound. •
Programme note by Mark Withers

LSO CREATE
The LSO Create programme offers adults
with learning disabilities and their
supporters and carers the opportunity to
hear live music and participate in a range
of creative music-making experiences.
The wider group meets ten times over
the year at LSO St Luke’s for whole-day
workshops supported by LSO players and
led by Mark Withers. The participants
are encouraged to use the sessions as an
outlet for creativity and an opportunity
to explore different musical styles.
Through the programme, the participants
experiment with a variety of skills
including conducting, music-making,
performing and movement, which enable
them to build their confidence in the
longer term. They also regularly attend
wider LSO events and occasionally have
the opportunity to volunteer at these.
The participants on stage tonight are
some of the longest-standing members
of LSO Create and have built a large
range of skills over the years, including
improvisation and composition,
exploring instruments and assistive
music technology.
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LSO Create on stage tonight
LSO CREATE
Angel
Conor and Dolores
Dina and Ray
Joe, Dave and Jude
Karen
Kwaga, Habsa and Mary
Marcello and Jackie
Moishe
Peter
Stephen and Hazel

LSO MUSICIANS
Belinda McFarlane violin
Eve-Marie Caravassilis cello
Paul Milner bass trombone
Beth Higham-Edwards percussion
With thanks to John Alley piano accompanist

CULTURE MILE

COMMUNITY TAKEOVER DAY
Sunday 21 July 11am–4pm, LSO St Luke’s
After the huge success of Culture Mile’s first ever Community Day, the fun returns at
LSO St Luke’s on Sunday 21 July. Explore your creativity with a jam-packed day full of
exciting workshops and performances. With a whole host of activities from the London
Symphony Orchestra, Barbican Centre, City of London, Guildhall School and Museum of
London, you’re bound to discover something new!
Entry is free, and you don’t need to book, so just turn up and enjoy the fun.
lso.co.uk/community day

LSO Create
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LSO Discovery Senior Choir What Happens at Baghdad Festival Stays at Baghdad Festival
The unusual words come from a game of
consequences during which the group let
their imaginations run wild dreaming up their
adventures in a carnival atmosphere where
anything can happen. Playing consequences
allows for a degree of anonymity and I had
much fun the next day sifting through
everyone’s ‘private’ thoughts (a surprising
amount of murder and gore was cut out!).

A new song written by LSO Discovery Senior
Choir members and Rachel Leach
LSO Discovery Senior Choir
London Symphony Orchestra
David Lawrence conductor
The LSO Discovery Choir is generously
supported by the Garfield Weston
Foundation, John S Cohen Foundation,
Slaughter and May Charitable Trust,
D’Oyly Carte Charitable Trust and
John Thaw Foundation.
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he LSO Discovery Senior Choir
is small but mighty! Made up of
teenagers from the local area,
some of whom have grown through the
Junior choir, this is a group that is gaining
in confidence and finding its feet. I was
challenged to write a new song with them
and so back in March I attended one of their
regular Monday night rehearsals and in the
course of just under an hour we came up
with this. I began by telling them the story
of Scheherazade (her plight created a lot
of discussion from the girls in the group in
particular!) and we moved on to discuss the
greatest festival on earth: Baghdad Festival
in 1888 – the subject of Rimsky-Korsakov’s
final movement.

We stole one rhythm from Rimsky-Korsakov
but the rest of the music, lyrics, rhythms
and movements belong to the group. I then
orchestrated their song. This will be the first
time they have sung their own ideas with
the LSO. Good luck, Senior Choir! •
Programme note by Rachel Leach

Interval – 20 minutes
Visit the Barbican Shop to see our
range of Gifts and Accessories.

LSO DISCOVERY SENIOR CHOIR
The LSO Discovery Senior Choir is a
dynamic youth choir offering fantastic
opportunities for young people aged
11–18 years from across London. The
Choir encourages young people, of all
abilities and backgrounds, to find their
voice and experience the joys of singing
and making music.
Formed in 2004 by Gareth Malone, the
Discovery Choirs have sung at Windsor
Castle for His Royal Highness The Prince
of Wales, with Dave Brubeck, with the
LSO at the Barbican, and in the premiere
of Edward Rushton’s oratorio Cicadas
alongside the LSO Community Choir and
LSO players. The Choirs also performed
at the Olympic Torch Relay for Islington
Council in July 2012, the Lord Mayor’s Show
in November 2016 and 2017, and were part
of the UK premieres of Jonathan Dove’s
children’s opera The Monster in the Maze
(2015) and Andrew Norman’s A Trip to the
Moon (2017), and the world premiere of
Sir Peter Maxwell Davies’ The Hogboon
(2016), all conducted by Sir Simon Rattle.
The LSO Discovery Senior Choir is
conducted by David Lawrence.
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LSO Discovery Senior Choir on stage tonight
SONG TEXT

ON STAGE

Baghdad Festival, Baghdad Festival,
What happens here stays here.
Baghdad Festival, Baghdad Festival,
You can do what you want.

Bertie the dog caught red handed.
All she needed was a plaster.

Daisy the cow,
Nicholas the peanut guy,
A dark alleyway,
Lights out, Man Screams, Knife in the back.
Life lost, no regrets, no turning back.

The festival was awful,
There wasn’t any food.
The orchestra was terrible,
Children started to cry,
There was a stampede,
Everybody left.

Baghdad Festival, Baghdad Festival …

Baghdad Festival, Baghdad Festival …
Adele the adoring aunt,
David the Shoemaker,
Under the floorboards of the stage,
They played tag, they laughed at animals,
They rode elephants for fun,
They danced, they got separated.
Did they kiss? No-one knows …
Baghdad Festival, Baghdad Festival …
One girl, orphaned dog,
Inside the fortune teller’s tent.
A shadowy figure, sets fire to the rolls of
the fortune teller’s tent.
She falls, hurts her arm,
She was bleeding bad
Lone girl, frost bite,

They all decided what happens in Baghdad
stays in Baghdad
Baghdad Festival, Baghdad Festival …

Jael Balgobin
Rosa Brennan
Neena Brokenshire
Latrell Catley-Kenny
Marnie Echo Clark Course
Agathe Danzin
Poppy Dawid
Lorenzo Dennis
Romario Dennis
Inji Galliet-Jakoby
Zoe Gritschke
Caitlin Heaphy
Persephone Holloway
Neo Hunt
D’Carlos Ikuomola-Andre
Mario Ikuomola-Andre
Kevin Jara Aced
Evelyn-Rose Masol
Aiyana Mason
Maeve McAllister
Rose O’Connell
Orla Prendergast
Killian Scortichini
Annachiara Senatore
Elizabeth Simpson
Natania Zewdie

JOIN THE CHOIR
The LSO Discovery Senior Choir offers
the chance for young people to develop
their musical and vocal skills, make
friends, and perform alongside the
world’s greatest professional musicians.
The Choir meets on a weekly basis during
term time at LSO St Luke’s, and has a
professional work ethic within a hardworking, enjoyable environment.
If you are interested in joining the Choir
please complete the application form
online at lso.co.uk/jointheseniorchoir
The deadline for applications is 6pm
on Monday 17 June 2019

LSO Discovery Senior Choir
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LSO On Track Next Generation Above the Palm Trees

composed by Howard Moody

The use of Arabic percussion is an important
musical flavour in the piece, with darbuka,
dumbek, riqq, daf, camel bells and frame
drums. Improvised sections are influenced
by Arabic maqam (modes) and rhythms.

LSO On Track Next Generation
London Symphony Orchestra
Howard Moody conductor
LSO On Track Next Generation is generously
supported by the Aldgate and Allhallows
Foundation, and the John Thaw Foundation.
The LSO would like to thank its Music
Service partners: Barking & Dagenham
Community Music Service; Bird College
Bexley Music Education Hub; Royal
Greenwich Music Hub; Hackney Music
Service; Havering Music School; Lewisham
Music; Newham Music; Redbridge Music
Service; Tower Hamlets Arts and Music
Education Service (THAMES); and Waltham
Forest Music Service.
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cheherazade enchanted the king
with her stories for 1,001 nights
in order to distract him from
killing her. One of her characters, Sinbad,
travels the world seeking the extremes
of experience but always returns home
to Baghdad, ‘The City of Peace’. So the
principal theme of this set of variations is
the popular Iraqi folk tune ‘Above the Palm
Trees’. It is combined with a medieval Arabic
tune as well as Gregorian chant. As with
Scheherazade’s stories, the common ground
of melody acknowledges how international
cultures can become almost inseparable
once their roots are traced up and down the
many Silk Roads of East and West.

Following the recent war in Iraq, a
sculpture of Scheherazade survived
the bombings in the middle of Baghdad.
There was a touching report of how a local
policeman started to clean the statue,
saying that ‘it transforms your mood,
especially with the psychological pain
inside because of the situation here …
Since 2003 the statue has been crying
hard tears but now the statue is laughing’.
Scheherazade’s persuasive intention to
re-create the ‘City of Peace’ continues. •
Programme note by Howard Moody

Sculpture of Scheherazade in Baghdad,
created by the late Iraqi artist Mohammed
Ghani Hikmat. Photo rasoul ali / Alamy
Stock Photo.
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LSO On Track Next Generation on stage tonight
LSO ON TRACK NEXT GENERATION
For nearly 30 years LSO Discovery has
formed strategic partnerships with
schools, music services, community
centres and conservatoires to provide
a range of participatory projects for
people of all ages and experience to
create their own music alongside LSO
musicians. The 2011 National Plan for
Music Education outlines the importance
of providing a combination of classroom
teaching, instrumental tuition, singing,
opportunities to play in ensembles and
the chance to learn from professionals.
It is this combination of provision that
the LSO believes is central to a strong
music education.
LSO On Track continues to go from
strength to strength as it nears its
eleventh year, building on existing
partnerships while constantly striving
to engage with the broadest range of
musical communities that East London
has to offer.

Led by composer Howard Moody, Next
Generation is a creative ensemble
that gives young musicians from East
London the opportunity to work with
LSO musicians to develop new music.
The open approach of Next Generation
offers young musicians a flexible style of
ensemble music-making in which they
have greater control of their learning.
The project combines fluid exchange of
ideas, technical guidance and focused
workshops by LSO musicians. Young
musicians improvise new musical ideas
using their instruments and, with the
guidance of LSO musicians, negotiate
and make decisions about what material
to keep and how to develop it. Focus
on precision of sound, articulation of
ideas and leadership develops rounded
musicians who thrive and excel in ways
they did not expect.
Alongside the musical material used as
a basis for composition, social themes
associated with the musical material are
explored, providing a variety of ways into
the music for participants, and a real-life
lens on what motivates people to make
music and compose.

ON STAGE
Violins
Muhammed Abbas
Joanna Afroozi
Agnes Andris
Lucas Clarke
Andrei Gheorghe
William Gowing
Isla Hammond
Rejus Jakas
Vincent Karthaus
Rachel Loryman
Yohan Louis
Gideon Rochman
Stevie Ul-haq
Selena Yeo

Flutes
Rosita Balciute
Adeola Ogunmokun
Jermaine Ogwal
Obieze
Rosie Sawyers
Olivia ScanlonSanderson
Alastair Steward
Oboes
Sabrina Borrelli
Verity Callomon
Elizabeth Loboda
Clarinet
Louie Hanley-Pir

Viola
Imogen Lim

Bass Clarinet
Matilda Rose Bates

Cellos
Emily Hearn
Josie Hills
Caroline Howick
Vera Leppanen
Isla Nangle

Bassoon
Amelie Noor

Double basses
Erin Elonge
Derrick Iroanusi
Hadessah Nanjo

Trombones
Filip Zajdler
Shala Lazarus
Charlie Mellon
Tenor horn
Caitlin Alsford
Baritone horn
Jehiel Downey
Euphonium
James Spatz
Percussion
Tjaudor Coleallison
Simone Croker
Harvey Gilson
Jill Pham

Trumpets
Mikel Emele
Zachary Stilgoe
James Warren
Finn Wilson

LSO On Track Next Generation
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Elim Chan conductor
ne of the most exciting conductors
of the younger generation and
already widely admired for
her unique combination of ‘drama and
tenderness, power and delicacy’ (Hereford
Times), Elim Chan serves as Principal Guest
Conductor of the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra from this season and has recently
been appointed Chief Conductor Designate
of the Antwerp Symphony Orchestra, a
position she will assume in 2019/20.
Highlights this season include her debuts
with the BBC National Orchestra of Wales,
Sydney Symphony, Royal Stockholm
Philharmonic and City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestras, as well as Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie Bremen at Hamburg’s
Elbphilharmonie. In addition to these new
encounters, she returns to the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
and Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestras.
Recent notable engagements include
her debuts with the Philharmonia
and Concertgebouw Orchestras, hrSinfonieorchester and Orchestre national
de Lyon. Previously she collaborated with
Berkeley, Detroit and Chicago Symphony
Orchestras, the Mariinsky Orchestra, at
the Lucerne Festival with the Lucerne
Festival Academy Orchestra, Orchestre
14
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Philharmonique de Luxembourg, National
Orchestra of Belgium and the NAC Orchestra,
Ottawa. She led the Orchestre de la
Francophonie as part of the NAC Summer
Music Institute in 2012 where she worked
with Pinchas Zukerman, and participated
in the Musical Olympus Festival in
St Petersburg as well as in workshops
with the Cabrillo Festival and Baltimore
Symphony Orchestras (with Marin Alsop,
Gerard Schwarz and Gustav Meier).
She also took part in masterclasses with
Bernard Haitink in Lucerne in spring 2015.
Born in Hong Kong, Elim Chan became
the first female winner of the Donatella
Flick LSO Conducting Competition in
December 2014, and subsequently held
the position of Assistant Conductor of the
London Symphony Orchestra in 2015/16.
She was then appointed to the Dudamel
Fellowship programme with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic in 2016/17.
Elim Chan holds degrees from Smith College
and the University of Michigan. Whilst
there, she served as Music Director of the
University of Michigan Campus Symphony
Orchestra and the Michigan Pops Orchestra.
She also received the Bruno Walter
Conducting Scholarship in 2013. •
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Rachel Leach curator

Howard Moody conductor/composer
community operas, including seven for ETO.
Alongside this she is increasingly in-demand
as a concert presenter. She is the presenter
of LSO Discovery’s Free Friday Lunchtime
Concerts at LSO St Luke’s and regularly
presents children’s concerts and pre-concert
events for the LSO, LPO, BBC Proms,
Royal College of Music and Wigmore Hall.

Brussels, Push (2016) and Agreed (2019),
commissioned by Glyndebourne. Other
commissions include eleven works for the
London Symphony Orchestra, and music for
ENO, Days Bay Opera New Zealand, Scottish
Chamber Orchestra, Bangladesh Festival,
Salisbury International Arts Festival,
Southern Cathedrals Festival and La Folia.
His choral work In The Hand Of God is
published by Edition Peters.

In Spring 2013 Rachel was awarded Honorary
Membership of the Royal College of Music in
recognition of her education work. •

achel Leach was born in Sheffield.
She studied composition with
Simon Bainbridge, Robert Saxton
and Louis Andriessen. Her music has been
recorded by NMC and published by Faber.
She has won several awards including, with
English Touring Opera (ETO), the RPS award
for best education project 2009 for One Day,
Two Dawns.
Rachel has worked within the education
departments of many of the the UK’s
orchestras and opera companies. The
majority of her work is for the London
Symphony Orchestra and the London
Philharmonic Orchestra. Rachel has written
over 20 pieces for LSO Discovery and 15

oward Moody is music director of
LSO On Track Next Generation.
As a conductor he has worked with
the London Symphony, BBC Symphony,
Hallé, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, Ulster,
and Bournemouth orchestras, London
Mozart Players, Scottish Chamber Orchestra,
Orchestra delle Toscana, La Monnaie,
Opera du Rhin, Opera Factory, Icelandic
Opera, Days Bay Opera New Zealand and
Glyndebourne Youth Opera.
Howard composes extensively, and has
written six operas: The Brussels Requiem
(2011), Sindbad – A Journey Through
Living Flames (2014), Orfeo and Majnun
(2018), commissioned by La Monnaie in

He is artistic director of La Folia – a
production company that commissions
large-scale devised projects, including a
four-year Ring Cycle project, and Magna
Songs and Evening Songs with integrated
groups of school students. As a keyboard
player, Howard crosses the worlds of
classical and improvised music, and has
recorded for ECM, Chandos, Guild, SDG and
the BBC. He studied at New College Oxford
and the Guildhall School of Music & Drama
and was prizewinner in both diplomas
of the Royal College of Organists. He is a
principal keyboard player for the English
Baroque Soloists, and has worked with
saxophonist John Surman, playing on his
duo album Rain on the Window (ECM), and
performing together in major international
jazz festivals. •
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London Symphony Orchestra on stage tonight
Guest Leader
Julien Szulman
First Violins
Carmine Lauri
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Maxine Kwok-Adams
Claire Parfitt
Laurent Quenelle
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Rhys Watkins
Julian Azkoul
Eleanor Fagg
Lyrit Milgram
Second Violins
David Alberman
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
Julián Gil Rodríguez
Alix Lagasse
Belinda McFarlane
Csilla Pogany
Paul Robson
Caroline Frenkel
Gordon MacKay
Robert Yeomans

Violas
Gillianne Haddow
Malcolm Johnston
German Clavijo
Robert Turner
Ilona Bondar
Michelle Bruil
Luca Casciato
May Dolan
Stephanie
Edmundson
Rachel Robson
Cellos
Richard Harwood
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie
Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Amanda Truelove
Peteris Sokolovskis
Double Basses
Colin Paris
Patrick Laurence
Jani Pensola
José Moreira
Benjamin Griffiths
Simo Väisänen

Flutes
Gareth Davies
Camilla Marchant
Piccolo
Sharon Williams
Oboes
Olivier Stankiewicz
Rosie Jenkins

Trumpets
Christopher Deacon
Robin Totterdell
Niall Keatley
Trombones
Blair Sinclair
James Maynard
Bass Trombone
Paul Milner

Clarinets
Andrew Marriner
Chi-Yu Mo

Tuba
Ben Thomson

Bassoons
Joost Bosdijk

Timpani
Nigel Thomas

Contra Bassoon
Dominic Morgan

Percussion
Sam Walton
David Jackson
Paul Stoneman
Christopher Thomas
Jacob Brown

Horns
Stephen Stirling
Kathryn Saunders
Alexander Edmundson
Jonathan Lipton

Harp
Bryn Lewis

LSO String Experience Scheme
Since 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme has enabled string players from the
London music conservatoires at the start of
their careers gain work experience playing in
rehearsals and concerts with the LSO. The
musicians are treated as professional ‘extra’
players (additional to LSO members) and
receive fees in line with LSO section players.
The Scheme is supported by:
The Polonsky Foundation
Barbara Whatmore Charitable Trust
Derek Hill Foundation
Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust
Angus Allnatt Charitable Foundation
Rod Stafford
Performing tonight: Julie Park (viola),
Yanyan Lin (cello), Philip Nelson (double bass)
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